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GENERAL ENHANCEMENTS
ISO 3166-1 Newsletter VI-6 now available

The International Standards Organization (ISO) has released Newsletter VI-6. This newsletter changes the country name “the Republic of Bolivia” to “the Plurinational State of Bolivia”. It also incorporates changes from newsletters VI-1 through VI-5. More information on these newsletters is available from the following ISO web site: http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes/updates_on_iso_3166.htm.

Newsletter VI-6 is available for use in EM/PM.

TO CONFIGURE:
On the PolicyManager Main Menu, click the ‘Set ISO Country Standard’ link. Select ‘ISO 3166-1 Newsletter VI-6’ from the drop-down list and click the ‘Submit’ button. The ISO Standard Country Report may then be run to identify any non-compliant address records.
Automatic Reviewer Reminders

In EM/PM version 7.1, publications can send E-mail reminders to Reviewers manually, by running the Reviewer Invited - No Response Report or the Reviewer Reminder Report, selecting the ‘Send Reminder’ checkbox next to the appropriate Reviewer’s name, and proceeding through the reminder sending process. Reminders from these reports can be customized, or if you choose to send the default letter you may schedule reminders to be sent at a date/time in the future.

Publications have requested the ability to send out automatic reviewer reminders, instead of having to manually run the report and select names. In EM/PM version 7.2, the new Automated Reviewer Reminder Report allows users to create and save Automated Reminder definitions.

Users with the existing ‘Produce Reports’ permission and the new ‘Create Automated Reviewer Reminders’ permission will see the Automated Reviewer Reminder Report link on the Reports Menu.

Users with the existing ‘Send Reviewer Reminders’ permission and the new ‘Create Automated Reviewer Reminders’ permission will see the Automated Reviewer Reminder Report link on the Send Reminder Letters page (accessible from the Editorial Main Menu).
Clicking the Automated Reviewer Reminder Report link from either page takes the user to the new page of the same name, where reminder definitions can be set up so that E-mails are sent to Reviewers with outstanding invitations, Reviewers who agreed to review but are late, or Reviewers who agreed to review and their due date is approaching. You can also refine the selection criteria by a particular Reviewer Role, Handling Editor, Article Type or Section/Category. When creating an Automated Reminder definition, you must give it a Reminder Name and select the Reminder Letter that will be sent. All letters in the Reviewer Reminder Letter Family are available for selection in the Reminder Letter drop-down list.
Once you have created and saved an Automated Reminder, it is listed at the bottom of the page. The user who created the Automated Reminder is the only user who can remove (stop running) that reminder or edit the criteria. However, all Editors can see the complete list of Automated Reminders that have been created on this page. To stop an Automated Reminder from running, simply click the Remove link.
A batch process runs all saved Automated Reminder definitions once in each 24 hour period. If the publication wishes to send multiple reminders, multiple Automated Reminder Definitions can be saved (e.g. a reminder for 15 days before the due date, a separate reminder for 10 days before the due date, and another reminder for 5 days before the due date). Each saved reminder can have its own letter associated with it.

NOTE: The nightly batch process runs between 12:00 AM and 4:00 AM Eastern Time.

Some notes about Automated Reminders:

1. The reminder queries retrieve records that meet the criteria exactly. For example, a reminder that stipulates a reminder to be sent "if the review is exactly 10 days late", does not generate a reminder on day 11, day 12, day 13 etc.
2. Users that have the ‘Restrict Reminder Reports to Assigned Submissions’ permission enabled are also able to save automated reminder criteria, triggering the creation of batch automated reminders that are delivered only to Reviewers associated with their assigned submissions.
3. If the Editor who saved the reminder is ‘blinded’ to a submission that matches the Automated Reminder criteria, no automated reminder E-mail will be sent (this is to resemble what would happen if the Editor were manually running a Reviewer Reminder report, where they would not see any submission to which they are blinded).
5. All automated reminder letters are written to the Correspondence History, following the logic used for the manual reminder letters.
TO CONFIGURE:
Go to Editor RoleManager and enable the new ‘Create Automated Reviewer Reminders’ permission for the desired Editor Role(s). Make sure the Editor Role also has either ‘Produce Reports’ permission or ‘Send Reviewer Reminders’; otherwise he will not be able to access the Automated Reviewer Reminder Report.
Enhanced Visibility of Reviewer Statuses

In EM/PM version 7.1, Editors could only view invited Reviewer statuses by navigating to the Details page or Invite Reviewers page for a submission. New in version 7.2, a ‘Review Status’ column is added in the following Editor folders:

- Submissions with Rescinded Decision
- Submissions with Required Reviews Complete
- Submissions Requiring Additional Reviewers
- Submissions with One or More Late Reviews
- Reviewers Invited – No Response
- Submissions Under Review
- Submissions with X Reviews Complete
- View All Assigned Submissions
- Group by Editors I Assigned
- Group by Editor with Current Responsibility
- Group by Manuscript Status

The ‘Review Status’ column is color-coded for better visibility and displays the following information for the current revision of each submission:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Display Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of reviews completed</td>
<td>Complete [green]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reviews with a partial review saved</td>
<td>Partial Review Saved [teal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reviewers agreed who have not started their reviews yet</td>
<td>Agreed [orange]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reviewers invited who have not responded</td>
<td>Invited – No Response [red]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of reviewers late</td>
<td>Late [bold red]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TO CONFIGURE:
No configuration is required. All Editor roles will see this column displayed in the above folders.
Enhanced Visibility of Section/Category Information

In EM/PM version 7.1, Section/Category information for submissions was only displayed in a subset of folders on the Editorial and Proposal menus. New in version 7.2, the ‘Section/Category’ column is added in all Editor folders for publications where there is at least one non-hidden Section/Category configured.

NOTE: This column is also displayed in ‘Search Submissions’ (Editorial view), ‘Search Proposals’, ‘My Completed Proposals’, and ‘View All Completed Proposals’ when there is at least one non-hidden OR HIDDEN Section/Category configured for the publication.

TO CONFIGURE:
In PolicyManager, navigate to the existing ‘Edit Sections/Categories’ link to configure Section/Categories for your publication. When Section/Categories are configured, all Editor roles will see this column displayed.
Custom Instructions on Author Main Menu

In EM/PM version 7.2, you can now customize instructions to display on the Author Main Menu. These instructions are displayed for all Authors.

TO CONFIGURE:
Click the new Customize Author Main Menu Instructions link in the General Policies section of PolicyManager.

Enter the text you would like displayed on the Author Main Menu.
NOTE: Check the text carefully, because as soon as this page is submitted the text will be displayed to all Authors!

TIP: You can use HTML to format the text or create hyperlinks to external documents.
Add External Correspondence to Submission (Editorial) Correspondence History

New in EM/PM version 7.2, Editors may be given permission to manually add External Correspondence entries (an item of correspondence, such as an E-mail, received outside of the EM/PM system) to the History of a submission, where they can be viewed alongside EM/PM-generated Internal Correspondence.

Editors with the new ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission enabled will see a new ‘Add Editorial Correspondence’ button at the top of the ‘Correspondence History’ section of the History page. This new permission is not selected (not enabled) upon upgrade.

Clicking this button will bring the Editor to a new Add/Edit External Correspondence page. Editors may set the date and time (US Eastern Time) of the correspondence, enter a Description for the correspondence (a required field), and also the sender (‘From’) and recipient (‘To’) of the letter, the subject line, and the contents of the letter.
Clicking the ‘Submit’ button saves this letter and adds it to the History page of the submission, inserted into the list chronologically. The text ‘(External)’ displays next to the letter link identifying this letter as External Correspondence. This correspondence is then visible to all users with the existing ‘View Editorial Correspondence History’ permission enabled. Editors with the ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission may also Remove or Edit these external correspondence items, if desired.

NOTE: PM users with ‘View Submission Production Correspondence History’ permission enabled and the new ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission may also add Production Correspondence. See the ‘Add External Correspondence to Submission Production Correspondence History’ section of this document for more information.
The Editor may also use the External Correspondence feature to note that a phone call was received, such as an Author calling to check on the status of a submission. In this example, the Editor could use the ‘Add Editorial Correspondence’ button, and simply enter a Description of ‘Phone: Status Query from Author’, and the date/time of the call to record it.

TO CONFIGURE:
In RoleManager, select the Editor Roles to be granted the new ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission. Enable the new permission to allow Editors to add External Correspondence into EM/PM. Note that the Editor Role must also have the existing ‘View Editorial Correspondence History’ permission enabled.
Edit Role Definition

Role Name: **Managing Editor**

Maximum Role name is 40 characters.

Check the functions that this role is permitted to perform.

Expand All  Collapse All

- New Submissions
- Editor Assignment
- Reviewer Invitations
- Editor Decisions
- Proposals/Commentaries
- System Conversion Tasks

**General Searching and Viewing**

- Use Editorial Details Layout
  - Default Editorial
- Search All Manuscripts
- Search Only Assigned Manuscripts
- Share Saved Searches
- View Linked Submission Groups
  - Create/Edit Linked Submission Groups
  - Set Active/inactive Status on Linked Submission Groups
- Search Similar Articles in MEDLINE
- Search Author Publications in MEDLINE
- Initiate CrossCheck
- View Editorial Status History
- View Submission Production Status History
- View Submission Production Task Assignment History
- View Schedule Group Production Task Assignment History
- View Editorial Correspondence History
- View Submission Production Correspondence History
- View Schedule Group Production Correspondence History
- Add/Edit External Correspondence
- View All Submissions
- View Completed Reviews Grid in Main Menu
- View Additional Manuscript Details
  - Edit Additional Manuscript Details
- View Notes on Manuscript Details
- Edit Notes on Manuscript Details
- Turn On Manuscript Notes Flag
Batch Item Type Selection for Zip File Contents

EM/PM version 7.1 allows an Author to upload a zip file when attaching files for a submission, and allows Editors or Publishers to upload zip files when editing a submission. When uploaded, EM/PM unpacks the zip file into the individual files, at which point the user must select the Item Type for each individual file.

New in EM/PM version 7.2, users will see a set of drop-down menus above the file list when a zip file is uploaded. The user can use these drop-down menus to quickly assign an Item Type to all files of a certain format. The user may further adjust the Item Type manually for a specific file, if desired.

The first drop-down contains an alphabetical list of the file extensions of all files successfully uploaded in the zip file(s). If another zip file is uploaded, any new file extensions are added to the drop-down, and the list is re-sorted. If any zip file contains files that have no extension (e.g. Mac files), the word “Other” displays as a choice at the end of the list and applies to all files without an extension.

Selecting File Format
The second drop-down lists all Item Types configured for the selected Article Type.

A button labeled “Change Now” appears to the right of the dropdowns but is disabled until both a file type and Item Type have been selected.

*Selecting Item Type*
Once the user has selected both a file type and an Item Type, the ‘Change Now’ button is enabled. The user then clicks the button, and the selected Item Type is applied to all files with the selected file type.

All files with .jpg extension have Item Type set to Figure.

Users may use this feature to change the Item Type for a given file format as many times as necessary, and they may also change any individual item manually, if desired.

TO CONFIGURE:
There is no configuration required to use this feature. This is available upon upgrading to version 7.2 for all users when initiating or editing a submission.
Associating a Custom Flag with an Additional Manuscript Details field

In EM/PM version 7.1, custom flags are configured by the publication and turned on or off using the ‘Add/Edit Submission Flags’ link on a Details or Production Details page. The flags are used as visual cues, but not linked with any other information in the system.

New in version 7.2, the custom flag functionality is enhanced so that administrators may associate an individual Custom Flag with a selected Additional Manuscript Detail field. Once the association is established, when the Additional Manuscript Detail field is displayed to an Editor or Publisher, the system will display a checkbox allowing the user to turn the Custom Flag on or off (depending on the user’s enabled permissions).

The Additional Manuscript Detail fields and Custom Flags remain functionally independent of each other, in that a Custom Flag can still be controlled via the existing ‘Add/Edit Submission Flags’ link. This setting is designed to display the two items together when displaying the Additional Manuscript Details field, allowing users to quickly set or clear (turn on/off) a flag whenever they edit a particular Additional Manuscript Detail field.

This new feature enhances the display of the Additional Manuscript Detail fields on the main Additional Manuscript Details page, accessed via the ‘Add/Edit Additional Manuscript Details’ link on Details and Production Details pages:

The way Additional Manuscript Detail fields are displayed on a Custom Details Page layout is also enhanced with the new functionality:
When a Flag is turned on, it will display next to the ‘Details’ action link in the same way Flags display today. This functionality if unchanged in version 7.2:
NOTE: Only Editor or Publisher roles that are configured with either or both RoleManager permissions ‘Turn On Submission Flags’ and ‘Turn Off Submission Flags’ will see the checkboxes. If a user’s Role has only the ‘Turn On Submission Flags’ permission, then when a Flag is associated with an Additional Manuscript Detail field, they will see a checkbox only when the Flag is not currently set to display (flag is ‘Off’), allowing them to turn the flag on:

![Image of a checkbox interface for turning flags on or off]

If the user’s Role has only the ‘Turn Off Submission Flags’ permission, and a flag is associated with an Additional Manuscript Details field, they will only see a checkbox if the associated flag is currently ‘On’, allowing them to turn the flag off:

![Another image of a checkbox interface for turning flags on or off]
TO CONFIGURE:
Associating a Custom Flag with an Additional Manuscript Detail field is driven from the existing Custom Flag configuration. Go to PolicyManager, Create Customized Flags: the system will display the details of any links to Additional Manuscript Detail fields already configured (NOTE: There are no configurations on upgrade as this is a new feature):

When Adding or Editing a Custom Flag, a new ‘Associate with Additional Manuscript Details Field’ drop-down on the Edit Customized Flag page allows you to link the Flag to the selected Additional Manuscript Detail field. Once linked to a Flag, the Additional Manuscript Detail field will not be available for linking to other flags; only one Flag can be linked to each Additional Manuscript Detail field:
When configuring Additional Manuscript Detail fields, the *Add/Edit Additional Manuscript Detail Fields* page also displays the details of any Custom Flags that a field is linked to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Associated with Flag</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Publish with</td>
<td>? Publish with</td>
<td>Remove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Schedule type</td>
<td>! Fast Track</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MS Editor</td>
<td>! News and Views</td>
<td>Remove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>News and Views ready date</td>
<td>! News and Views</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Number of Widgets</td>
<td>! Production Note Alert!</td>
<td>Remove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Special Office Notes</td>
<td>! Production Note Alert!</td>
<td>Remove</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is for information only, as you cannot link an Additional Manuscript Detail field to a Custom Flag when adding or editing the Additional Manuscript Details; you must set up the link by configuring the Custom Flag.
**Enhanced Unavailability Functionality**

EM/PM allows users to enter “Unavailable Dates” that can then be taken into account when users assign Editors, invite Reviewers, or invite Authors. Users enter dates for which they are not available, and provide a short reason for their unavailability. New in version 7.2, this feature is enhanced to allow users to provide more information about their unavailability.

New in version 7.2, in addition to the Start Date and End Date, users are able to enter a longer Reason for their unavailability as well as up to three substitutes who may be contacted for assistance in the user’s absence. These substitutes are not automatically contacted by the system, but may be contacted at the discretion of the assigning Editor.

Publications may also customize the instructions that display on the ‘Add/Edit Unavailable Date’ page to ask users for more information. For example, some publications may want specific information provided in the ‘Reason’ field when Unavailable Dates are entered. Customizable instructions enable the Publication to request this information from users.
The way EM/PM saves the dates is also enhanced. In the past, users who wanted to reflect one day of unavailability had to enter an ‘End Date’ as the day following the ‘Start Date’. New in version 7.2, users may enter the same date as the ‘Start Date’ and ‘End Date’ to reflect one day of unavailability. If the next day is entered as the ‘End Date’, then that will now be recorded as a two-day unavailability.

EM/PM will continue to display an “unavailable” link for any unavailable users when searching for an Author or Reviewer to invite, based on the publication’s ‘Set Check Unavailability’ date range configuration.
Sample of Invite Reviewer with Unavailable link:

Clicking on the link now opens an enhanced version of the “Unavailability Information” pop-up, where the substitute information is displayed in addition to the unavailable dates and reason. NOTE: The dates display in the publication-selected format.

Date format displays per publication configuration:

TO CONFIGURE:
Go to PolicyManager and click the **Configure Unavailability Check and Instructions** link (formerly called **Set Check Unavailability**).
Use this page to set the ‘Set Check Unavailability’ date (existing functionality) and also to customize the instructions that appear on the Add/Edit Unavailable Date page (new functionality).

**Default instructions displayed:**

```
Set Check Unavailability

When a user is invited or assigned a task, a check is made to see if that person is scheduled to be unavailable. Enter the amount of time in days you would like to have checked from the date of assignment. A value of zero (0) means that the unavailability will only be checked for the date the assignment is created.

Number of days to check: 
```

```
Edit Unavailable Dates Instructions

Enter any instructions that you would like to appear when Unavailable Dates are being added or edited.

Please enter the dates that you are unavailable. This information will be taken into consideration when your assistance is desired. You may also enter details of up to three people who the publication may contact in your absence.
```

Enhanced Unavailability Information when Assigning Editors

In EM/PM version 7.1, when assigning an Editor, the ‘Set Check Unavailability’ date is checked to determine the availability of all Editors in the configured timeframe. A column would display that indicated whether each Editor was available during the publication’s configured date check range with a plain text ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If an unavailable Editor was chosen for the assignment, then upon proceeding with the assignment, a warning page would display the Editor’s unavailable date range and reason, and would ask the user to confirm that they wished to assign the paper to that Editor.

New in version 7.2, the Unavailable link is added to the Editor selection pages for the Assign, Switch and Redirect processes, and the subsequent warning/confirmation page is removed to streamline the process. If an Editor has Unavailable dates configured within the publication’s defined ‘Set Check Unavailability’ timeframe, then the Unavailable link will display in the ‘Available during…’ column.

Clicking the Unavailable link opens the enhanced Unavailability Information pop-up page, displaying the relevant Unavailable Date entries for the Editor.

NOTE: This page is an enhanced version of the Unavailable Reason page. This new page also
displays when selecting Reviewers or inviting Authors where those users have Unavailable Date information that falls into the publication’s ‘Set Check Unavailability’ date range.

TO CONFIGURE:
No configuration is required for the display of the Unavailable link on the Assign Editor page. To configure the ‘Set Check Unavailability’ date, go to PolicyManager and click the Configure Unavailability Check and Instructions link (formerly called Set Check Unavailability).
Support for Unicode Characters in E-Mail

Prior to EM/PM version 7.2, all E-mail messages were sent in a text format with a limited character set, because not all E-mail clients could support Unicode characters. E-mail clients have advanced to the point where the majority can support Unicode; therefore, an option has been added to EM/PM to allow all E-mail letters to be sent in a format which allows Unicode characters to be included in the E-mail.

- This option applies to all E-mail sent from the system.

The majority of modern E-mail clients will receive and process the Unicode characters properly. In rare cases, some Unicode characters may not be properly interpreted by the E-mail client, and may appear in the E-mail as ‘replacement’ characters such as question marks or rectangles, or the entire E-mail body may be turned into an E-mail attachment. To avoid these problems, a more up-to-date E-mail client may be required.

In addition, to properly view some Unicode characters, the appropriate fonts must be installed on the user’s computer.

TO CONFIGURE:
This feature is not automatically enabled at upgrade. If you wish to have this feature enabled for your publication, please contact your Aries account coordinator.
Support for Unicode Characters in downloaded reports

Prior to EM/PM Version 7.2, both the custom reports and General Data Export features allowed the user to download a tab-delimited results file, suitable for importing into Excel or other reporting tools. These files were created in a non-Unicode text format, and Unicode characters did not appear in these files.

EM/PM version 7.2 is enhanced to allow the user to download the report results file in the standard format (the same format as pre-version 7.2), or in Unicode (UTF-8) format. When the user has elected to create an extraction file for download, a new Download file in Unicode format (UTF-8) link will automatically appear on the report results page. Clicking this link will download a file containing the report results, including any Unicode characters that occur in the results.

NOTE: To open the file in Excel, Excel’s File Open menu must be used, followed by selecting ‘tab’ as the delimiter for the file. Do not double click the file to automatically open the Excel application. Opening the file by double clicking may result in the Unicode characters not displaying properly.
Procedure for Excel 2003:

1. In Editorial Manager, after clicking ‘Download the data file in Unicode format – UTF-8’, click the ‘Save’ button in the browser dialog box once the file has been prepared, and make a note of where you save the file. NOTE: The appearance of this dialog box depends on the browser.

![File Download Dialog Box](image)

2. Open the Excel application.
3. Click ‘File’, then ‘Open’ from the Excel 2003 menu, or the ‘File Open’ icon:
4. Browse to the file (where you just saved it), and click to open it.

6. In Step 2 of the Text Import Wizard, select ‘Tab’, then click the ‘Next’ button.

7. In Step 3 of the Text Import Wizard, click the ‘Finish’ button.
8. The Unicode characters should now display appropriately:

![Image of Microsoft Excel table]

**Procedure for Excel 2007:**

1. In Editorial Manager, after clicking ‘Download the data file in Unicode format – UTF-8’, click the ‘Save’ button in the browser dialog box once the file has been prepared, and make a note of where you save the file. NOTE: The appearance of this dialog box depends on the browser.
2. Open the Excel 2007 application.
3. Click the ‘Office Button’ in the upper left corner, then ‘Open’ from the Excel 2007 menu, or the ‘Open’ icon in the Quick Access Toolbar (if configured):

4. Browse to the file (where you just saved it), and open it.
6. In Step 2 of the Text Import Wizard, select ‘Tab’, then click the ‘Next’ button.

7. In Step 3 of the Text Import Wizard, click the ‘Finish’ button.
8. The Unicode characters should display appropriately:

TO CONFIGURE:
No configuration is needed. The new link will appear automatically for all custom report results and General Data Export results pages, as long as the user has elected to create an extraction file for download.
New Item Added to the Journal Accountability Report

Prior to EM/PM version 7.2, the Journal Accountability Report (JAR) results page displayed a calculation for ‘New Manuscripts Received’ in the ‘Submission Statistics’ section of the page. This calculation was based on the Initial Date Submitted of the submissions. When a submission is sent back to the Author, and the Author resubmits, a new Initial Date Submitted is recorded in the database and used in the calculation. If the new Initial Date Submitted no longer falls into the date range selected by the user for the report criteria, the number shown in this result will be changed from one time period to the next.

- This report item is renamed ‘New Manuscripts Received (by current Initial Date Submitted)’ in EM/PM version 7.2. This makes it clearer to the user that the results may change over time, if submissions are sent back the Author and subsequently re-submitted. The underlying calculation, which uses the Initial Date Submitted, is unchanged.

A new item is added to the report, labeled ‘New Manuscripts Received (by First Receipt Date).

- This calculation is the same as the ‘New Manuscripts Received (by current Initial Date Submitted)’ except that it uses a new date field – First Receipt Date.
- The ‘First Receipt Date’ field is populated with the date/time when the submission is first approved by the Author and sent to the publication. Unless the submission is sent back to the Author, it will be the same as the Initial Date Submitted. However, if the submission is sent back to the Author and subsequently re-submitted, this new ‘First Receipt Date’ field remains unchanged.

In the following example, the JAR report is run for the month of August. Five submissions were received in August, but two were sent back to the Author and resubmitted in September (causing their Initial Date Submitted dates to be changed to September). Therefore, the ‘New Manuscripts Received (by First Receipt Date) shows 5 submissions, and the New Manuscripts Received (by current Initial Date Submitted) shows 3 submissions (the original 5, less the 2 sent back to the Author and resubmitted at a later date).

- Tip: if the submission has been sent back to the Author but not yet resubmitted, the Initial Date Submitted is not changed. It is changed only when the Author resubmits.
TO CONFIGURE:
No configuration is needed. The new and renamed report rows will appear automatically.
Placing ‘Quick Links’ to saved Searches on Main Menus

In EM/PM version 7.1, users could execute a Submission Search and then save a copy of the Search definition as a personal Search Definition. In order to use the saved Search Definition, they would need to return to the Search Submissions page to select and run the search.

New in version 7.2, the Save Search procedure has been enhanced to allow you to display a link to the search in the appropriate menus (searches saved under Search Submission appear only in Editorial and Production (if Production Tracking is enabled for your publication) Main Menus; searches saved under Search Proposals appear in the Proposal Main Menu). A new ‘Show this search in Main Menus’ checkbox displays when saving a search definition:

After saving a search with this option selected/set, the user will see a new ‘Quick Searches’ area in the sidebar of his or her main menu with links to any saved searches:
Clicking a ‘Quick Search’ link immediately runs that search and displays the results, exactly as if the user had selected the saved Search Definition under Search Submissions and clicked the ‘Run Saved Search Definition’ button.

TO CONFIGURE:
No configuration is necessary. Any user with Search Submissions permission can save a search, and configure that search to appear in their main menus.

Note that searches saved under Search Submission appear only in Editorial and Production (if Production Tracking is enabled for your publication) Main Menus; searches saved under Search Proposals appear in the Proposal Main Menu.

Note that this feature can be combined with the new ‘Share Saved Searches’ feature (see Sharing Saved Search Definitions with Other Users, below), to allow a user to place a Quick Search link to a Shared Search definition on the Main Menu for the selected Editor Roles.
Sharing Saved Search Definitions with Other Users

In EM/PM version 7.1, each Saved Search definition is owned by a particular user, and cannot be used by any other user. If an administrator wanted to create a standard search that could be used by all of their Editors, they would have to proxy in for each Editor in turn and recreate the same search definition for each Editor.

This is enhanced in version 7.2 to allow any user with proper permissions to share any of their search definitions with selected Editor Roles. All Editors with those Roles will see the shared search definition in their Search Submission page, and can run that search:

Note that the Editor’s own configured ‘Search All Manuscripts’ or ‘Search Only Assigned Manuscripts’ permissions will be applied to the search results.

Editors with whom the Search definition has been shared can then edit the Shared Search definition and make their own copy of it – they cannot replace the original definition. The defined Shared Search will always belong to the user who originally created it, and that is the only person that can edit the original search configuration.

If the Shared Search is configured to show on its creator’s Main Menus (see the ‘Placing ‘Quick Links’ to saved Searches on Main Menus’ section of the release notes), then it will also appear in the Quick Searches section for all Editors with whom it is shared:
TO CONFIGURE:
Enable the new Editor RoleManager permission ‘Share Saved Searches’ to allow users with a specific role to share their searches.

Users granted this permission will see a new ‘Share Selected Search Definition’ button on the Search Submissions Selection Criteria page. Select the previously saved Search Definition that is to be shared, and click this button:
This displays a new Select Roles page. Select each Role that you want to be able to run the Search you are Sharing, and click ‘Proceed’:

Note that the Editor Roles must also be configured with either the existing ‘Search All Manuscripts’ or ‘Search Only Assigned Manuscripts’ permissions before they can run any Shared Search, even those configured with ‘Show this Search in Main Menus’.

Under Search Submissions, the “recipient” Editors will see the Shared Searches appearing in the ‘Search Definition:’ drop-down, beneath a ‘--Shared Searches--’ separator:

If you share a search with your own Role (to allow other Editors with the same Role to access your search), it remains above this ‘--Shared Searches--’ separator, but is suffixed with the text ‘(shared)’ to indicate that you have shared this search with other Roles:
A Shared Search that is configured with ‘Show this Search in Main Menus’ will appear as a Quick Search link in the sidebar of each Editor’s main menu, but there is no special indicator to tell them that this is a link for a Shared Search.

**Tip:** When sharing searches that are configured with ‘Show this Search in Main Menus’, you need to take extra care to avoid a name that duplicates a user’s own search. Use ‘General Data Export’ under the ‘Reports’ area to view a list of all search definitions. Use the Selection Criteria to select records where the ‘Search Context Type ID’ is equal to 0:

If a user wishes to “unshare” a Search, the user would select the previously saved Search Definition from the ‘Search Definition’ drop-down and click the ‘Share Selected Search Definition’ button on the Search Submissions Selection Criteria page. The user will be brought to the Select Roles page where they would uncheck/unselect any previously selected Roles that were able to run the Search, and click the ‘Proceed’ button. The Search will be removed from the other users’ Search Definition drop-down menus.

**Tip:** Because Shared Searches are owned by a specific People Record, inactivating that person’s record would cause problems. Therefore, the system will prevent you from Inactivating a user record if they have Saved Searches which are shared with other Roles.
If you intend to use this feature to create a set of centrally controlled searches, it is recommended that you create a special ‘report creator’ Role with an associated login and give that Role permission to Search Submissions and to Share Saved Searches. This avoids any problems where an Editor Role is removed from an individual’s People Record, where that record owns Searches which are shared with other users.

The *Merge Duplicate Users* page now lets you know whether the selected People Records have shared any Searches:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Merge Duplicate Users - Verify Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please verify that the two people records you have selected are the records you want to merge. Then choose which people record will be retained, by clicking 'Combine and Keep this Record' in the appropriate box.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record 1</th>
<th>Record 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prof Editor B</strong> (EB-356)</td>
<td><strong>Marr Editor C</strong> (EC-892)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td>BAHAMAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:eda@testinga.com">eda@testinga.com</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:ed-qa@testinga.com">ed-qa@testinga.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role: Author, Editorial Office</td>
<td>Role: Author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User has History? Yes</td>
<td>User has History? No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User has Current Assignments? Yes</td>
<td>User has Current Assignments? No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Record Last Update Date: 05/07/2009</td>
<td>People Record Last Update Date: 05/07/2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Personal Classifications:**
- This user has no personal classifications

**Personal Classifications:**
- This user has no personal classifications

**Note** the following things that occur when two people records are merged:

- Person assumes Username, Personal Classifications, and all Contact information for the surviving record.
- The old address (e.g. possibly the address under which a manuscript was submitted) is no longer available for the person, and the surviving address is the address of record for all submissions under both people records.
- All history and current assignments are copied to the surviving record.

The record with the Shared Searches cannot be made Inactive, so you must choose to keep the record with the Shared Searches – if you try to keep the *other* record, the Merge will be prevented.
INTER-JOURNAL RESOURCE SHARING (IJRS) ENHANCEMENTS

Cross-Publication Statistics added to Reviewer Selection Pages

Prior to EM/PM version 7.2, the Reviewer Candidates grid on the Reviewer Selection pages displayed informational messages and review statistics from the publication being searched. Publications that are sharing Reviewers through the Inter Journal Resource Sharing (IJRS) feature require additional statistics related to Reviewer activity on all publications. These statistics are added in version 7.2 as described below.

For each Reviewer in the Reviewer Candidates grid, the system examines the Reviewer’s activity on the publication on which the user is logged in (the ‘home’ publication). The system also examines publications that are sharing their reviewers with the home publication.

1. If the Reviewer is unavailable for the home publication, the Unavailable link will appear above any messages relating to the Reviewer’s activity. Previously this link may have appeared in the midst of these messages.

2. If the Reviewer Candidate has review activity on the home publication, and the radio button “Search My Publication” has been selected, messages related to the Reviewer’s activity may be displayed (such as Reviewer Agreed, or Alternate Reviewer on 2 other submissions). A new “This publication:”, header is now displayed above these messages, indicating that the messages relate to the Reviewer’s activity on the home publication.

3. If the Reviewer Candidate has outstanding review invitations or reviews in progress on publications that are sharing Reviewers with the home publication, a new header “This publication and others:” is displayed below the new “This publication:” section.
   a. If the Reviewer Candidate has outstanding review invitations on publications that are sharing reviewers with the home publication, ‘Total Outstanding Invitations (x)’ displays in red text, (where the x is replaced with the combined number of outstanding invitations, including the home publication).
   b. If the Reviewer Candidate has reviews in progress on publications that are sharing reviewers with the home publication, ‘Total Reviews in Progress (x)’ displays in red text, (where the x is replaced with the combined number of reviews in progress, including the home publication).

4. If there are no outstanding invitations or reviews in progress outside of the publication being searched, the messages in bullets a) and b) above are not shown. The number of outstanding invitations and reviews in progress for the publication being searched are already shown in the columns ‘Reviewer Statistics (Agreed Invitations)” and “Invitation Statistics”. 
TO CONFIGURE:
No configuration is needed. The new messages will appear automatically for an IJRS-linked publication if other publications are sharing their Reviewers with the home publication and there are outstanding review invitations or reviews in progress on those publications.
PRODUCTION TRACKING ENHANCEMENTS

Interactive View of the Production Status Grid

In PM version 7.1, the Production Status Grid page can contain a large amount of data. If the user is viewing a page with a large number of columns (e.g. lots of Production Tasks), he must scroll horizontally to see all of the desired columns, some of which may not be of interest to particular users.

PM version 7.2 introduces the concept of the “Interactive View” on the Production Status Grid (PSG) page. The Interactive View provides simple, intuitive functions allowing the user to customize the view of the page quickly and easily. The Interactive View allows the user to:

1. Freeze one to five columns
2. Reorder columns (i.e. move columns around)
3. Hide columns
4. Resize columns
5. Download the grid in either ASCII text or Unicode (UTF-8) format

Existing functions currently available in the PSG (e.g. dynamic column sorting and exporting data in a tab-delimited format) are also available in the new Interactive View mode. In addition, the following new features are available using the Interactive View:

1. Users can toggle easily between the ‘traditional’ page view and the Interactive view by clicking the ‘Switch to Interactive View’ and ‘Switch to Traditional View’ links.
2. Each user can customize their own Interactive View, by dragging and dropping columns and modifying the grid options. These options are accessed by clicking the ‘Grid Options’ link.
3. The customized settings are saved in the database, so the next time the user logs in (from the same computer or a different computer), the page will display the same way.
4. If the user is not satisfied with the changes he has made in Interactive View mode, he can easily revert back to the default display by clicking the icon next to the ‘Action’ column header. IMPORTANT NOTE: Reverting to the default display will immediately discard all changes the user made, and cannot be undone. The user can make the changes again if necessary.

The Interactive View functions consistently on both Macintosh and PC platforms, on all browsers supported by PM (IE 6.0+, Firefox 2.0+ and Safari 3.0+).
TO CONFIGURE:
No configuration is required to make this new feature available. On upgrade, users with ‘View Production Status Grid’ permission enabled will see the new ‘Switch to Interactive View’ link available on their Production Status Grid. Clicking this link will toggle the view to the new Interactive View. On upgrade, the ‘Traditional View’ (PM version 7.1 layout) continues to display until the user clicks the ‘Switch to Interactive View’ link.

If a user has switched to the Interactive View, a ‘Switch to Traditional View’ link is available on the Production Status Grid allowing the user to toggle back to the “traditional” view if desired.
When the Interactive View is displayed for the first time, or after the user selects a different filter or changes the Grid Options, a spinning circle will display while the data is loading.

After the Interactive View has been loaded, the user can take advantage of some enhanced functionality such as seeing the Grand Totals without having to scroll to the bottom of the Grid by clicking the ‘Grand Totals’ link, downloading the data in tab-delimited format by clicking the ‘Download Data’ link, or making customizations both to the layout of the page itself by dragging and dropping columns or by clicking the ‘Grid Options’ link.
Viewing Grand Totals:
Clicking the ‘Grand Totals’ link will display a pop-up box in the Interactive View containing the Grand Total numbers for all submissions in the selected filter. The box can be moved on the screen by dragging the gray ‘Grand Totals’ title bar. Clicking the X in the upper right corner closes the box.

![Grand Totals](image)

Setting Display via ‘Grid Options’:
The ‘Grid Options’ link opens a pop-up box where users may customize more options for the Interactive Grid display. The Grid Options have settings that allow the user to ‘Hide Columns’, ‘Freeze Columns’ and designate how many to freeze, choose which format the file will download in (ASCII format or UTF-8 format), as well as the ability to download Acrobat Reader.

- If the user does not make any changes, all columns are displayed (not hidden), one column (the Action column) is frozen, and the download option is set to ASCII format.
- The user can make changes and click the ‘Submit’ button. The Interactive View will reload (the spinning circle will display) and the user’s changes will be active.
Freezing a Column:
Columns can be ‘frozen’, similar to the ‘Freeze Panes’ feature in Excel. The default setting is to have one column (the Action column) frozen, but users may choose to have up to five columns frozen.

When columns are ‘frozen’, the frozen columns will always display on the left side of the grid. The columns to the right of the frozen columns can be scrolled while the frozen columns retain their position. This is helpful when there are a large number of Submission Production Tasks that the user wishes to review, allowing them to still display identifying information on the left, such as DOI or Manuscript Number.

In the example below, the ‘Action’ column is the only frozen column. ‘Manuscript Number’ is the first column initially, but after scrolling to the right, ‘Production Status’ is displayed as the second column. Note that the ‘Action’ column has retained its position.
Manuscript Number Column

Column 1 is “frozen” – only columns to the right of column 1 can be scrolled

After scrolling, the ‘DOI’ column is displayed next to the Action column. The Action column is still frozen.
**Moving a Column:**
Columns can be moved in the Interactive View by dragging and dropping the column headers.

**NOTE:** A column cannot be moved into the ‘Frozen’ column area, so if the user has 3 columns frozen and wants to insert a column into the second position, they must first unfreeze the second and third columns by setting ‘Freeze Disabled’ or ‘Freeze Enabled’ – ‘Number of Columns to Freeze: 1’. After moving the columns the ‘Number of Columns to Freeze’ can be reset to ‘3’.

To ‘Drag and Drop’ a column:

- On a PC, click the left mouse button in a column header, then, without letting up on the left mouse button, drag the column to the desired position. The column name is displaying while the user is dragging it. A double vertical line appears where the column will be placed. In the example below, the column ‘Article Title’ is being dragged to appear to the left of the column ‘Author Name’.

- On a MAC, click and hold the mouse button while dragging the column.

![New location indicator](image)
![Column being dragged to the left](image)
Resizing a Column:
Similar to Excel, hover the cursor over the line between the two columns. A horizontal arrow will appear.

- On a PC, hold down the left mouse button and drag the bar to the left or right. The entire column will resize. Tip: The text in the column is visible in a popup “tooltip” if the mouse is hovered over the text.

In the following example, the user wants to shrink the ‘Article Title’ column.

First the user positions their mouse over the column dividing line in the column header, between ‘Article Title’ and ‘Production Status’, and a horizontal arrow appears (shown in white in this example, in the actual PM site it may be black with a white border):

The user holds down the mouse button and drags the column divider to the left, narrowing the ‘Article Title’ column. When the mouse is released, the new column size is retained.
**Displaying Information in a Column:**

When columns are resized, users may not be able to view all of the data in a cell. To allow users to still see the data, a “tooltip” box will display the data of the cell when the mouse is hovered over the cell. In the example below, the full text of the Article Title for DEMO307 displays in a “tooltip” box. In this way the columns can be resized as desired, and the text in the column is still available to the user.
Sorting by a Column:
The Interactive View supports a sort on one column at a time. The columns that can be used for sorting have columns headers that are underlined. The initial sort of the Interactive View is by Submission Target Online Date (ascending), which means that submissions with the earliest Submission Target Online Dates are shown first (if there is no date, these appear first). A gray ‘up-facing’ triangle appears next to the column name, indicating that this is the column used for the sort, and the column sort is ascending. This triangle is an indicator only – to sort this column in the other direction, the underlined column name is clicked, not the triangle itself. NOTE: This is different from the sorting functionality in the Traditional View, where the triangle itself is clicked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Submission Target Online Date</th>
<th>Schedule Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Sep 10 2009 12:00AM</td>
<td>Spring Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmittal Form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign Production Task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Inventory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send E-mail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Details | Sep 18 2009 12:00AM | Spring Issue |
| History | | |
| Transmittal Form | | |
| Assign Production Task | | |
| File Inventory | | |
| End Production | | |
| Send E-mail | | |
Hovering over an underlined column header brings up the tooltip box with the text “Click this link to sort the grid by this column.”

NOTE: If the column header text is not underlined, that column is not sortable (e.g. Production Tasks are not sortable). Hovering the cursor over a non-sortable column header displays the “tooltip” text ‘The contents of this column cannot be sorted.’ If the user clicks the column header, a pop-up warning box gives the same information.

In the example below, the user has hovered their mouse over the text ‘Press Release Review’.

To change the sort order of the grid, click any underlined column header (this will reload the page using an ascending sort on that column). To change from ascending to descending sort, click the column header again, and the gray arrow will now be a down-pointing arrow.

Example 1: The user changed the Submission Target Online Date to a descending sort by clicking on the underlined column header. The gray triangle is now pointing downward, indicating a descending sort (furthest out dates appear first).
Example 2: The user changed the grid sort to use Production Status (ascending), by clicking on the underlined column header ‘Production Status’. The gray upward triangle is now shown next to the Production Status column header, indicating the current sort.

Any sort that the user may apply will be retained when the user leaves the grid and subsequently returns to the page.

Submission Flag Display:
The Action Menu in the Interactive View can be expanded or collapsed as it can in other EM/PM
folders. If Submission Flags are associated with a submission, there is a slight difference in their behavior on the Interactive Grid. When the Action links are expanded, hovering the cursor over a Submission Flag does not show the Submission Flag name. However, when the Action links are collapsed and you hover the mouse over the ‘Action Links’ link to display the Action list, hovering then over a Submission Flag will display the “tooltip” with the Submission Flag name.

![Interactive View Grid Image]

**Interactive View Saved Settings:**
All customizations made to the Interactive View by the logged-in user are saved in the database for that user. The next time that user uses the Interactive View of the production status grid, the custom settings are used. For example, if Ed Editor narrowed the Article Type column when viewing the Production Status Grid for the Schedule Group ‘Spring Issue’, when Ed views the Schedule Group ‘Summer Issue’, the Article Type column will have the same narrow width. This applies to all customizations, including dragged and dropped columns, column sorts, or changes to the Toolbox.

**NOTE: Proxy Behavior** – Since the Interactive View settings are saved in the database, if a proxy user changes another user’s page display, the new page display is saved in the database and will be the default page display the next time that user visits the page. For example: If Ed Editor proxies for Joe Black to set up Joe’s grid for him, Joe will see the new display the next time he visits the page.
Display Current Task Assignments Directly on Author Main Menu

In PM version 7.1, Authors must click the Current Task Assignments link on the Author Main Menu to see their current assignments.

In version 7.2, there is a new option to display the Current Task Assignments directly on the Author Main Menu. When configured, a ‘Current Task Assignments’ grid will display directly on the Author’s Main Menu.

TO CONFIGURE:
Go to Author RoleManager and enable the new permission ‘Display Current Task Assignments on Main Menu’.
Increased Visibility throughout Production for Authors

Customers have asked us to increase Authors’ visibility of submissions by providing access to more details (e.g. production status) as a submission progresses through production. This enhanced visibility would allow the Author to track the submission’s progress through the production process, and query the publication through the system (e.g. via the Send E-mail action link), hopefully reducing the number of calls to the production office.

In PM version 7.2, there are two new folders on the Author Main Menu to provide this enhanced visibility:

1. **Submissions in Production** - This folder gives the Author visibility to his submission(s) in progress, whether his task has been completed or whether he was not assigned a task.
2. **Submissions with Production Completed** - This folder gives the Author visibility to his submission(s) after production has been completed.

There is also a new option to display Production Status and/or Target Volume/Issue in these new folders. The Production Status displayed is the last (most recent) status designated to “show in history” in PolicyManager.

**NOTE:** Send E-mail is the only link displayed in the action column. If the Author does not have RoleManager permission to ‘Send Ad Hoc E-mail’, no action links are displayed in these folders.
TO CONFIGURE:
No configuration is required to see the new Submissions in Production and Submissions with Production Completed folders. However, if you want Authors to see Production Status and/or Target Volume/Issue in these folders, you must go to Author RoleManager and enable the new permissions ‘View Production Status’ and/or ‘View Target Volume/Issue’.
Add External Correspondence to Submission Production Correspondence History

New in EM/PM version 7.2, Editors may be given permission to manually add External Correspondence entries (an item of correspondence, such as an E-mail, received outside of the EM/PM system) to the History of a submission, where they can be viewed alongside EM/PM-generated Internal Correspondence.

Editors with the new ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission enabled will see a new ‘Add Production Correspondence’ button at the top of the ‘Correspondence History’ section of the History page for submissions in Production Tracking. This new permission is not selected (not enabled) on upgrade.

Clicking this button will bring the Editor to a new Add/Edit External Correspondence page. Editors may set the date and time (US Eastern Time) of the correspondence, enter a Description for the correspondence (a required field), and also the sender (‘From’) and recipient (‘To’) of the letter, the subject line, and the contents of the letter.
Saving this letter adds it to the History page of the submission, inserted into the list chronologically. The text ‘(External)’ displays next to the letter link identifying this letter as External Correspondence. This correspondence is then visible to all users with the existing ‘View Submission Production Correspondence History’ permission enabled. Editors with the new ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission may also Remove or Edit these external correspondence items if desired.

NOTE: Users with ‘View Editorial Correspondence History’ permission enabled and the new ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission may also add Editorial Correspondence. See the ‘Add External Correspondence to Submission (Editorial) Correspondence History’ section of this document for more information.

TO CONFIGURE:
In RoleManager, select the Editor Roles to be granted the new ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission. Enable the new permission to allow Editors to add External
Correspondence into PM.
Add External Correspondence to Schedule Group Production Correspondence History

New in EM/PM version 7.2, Editors may be given permission to manually add External Correspondence entries (an item of correspondence, such as an E-mail, received outside of the EM/PM system) to the History of a schedule group, where they can be viewed alongside PM-generated Internal Correspondence.

Editors with the new ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission enabled will see a new ‘Add Production Correspondence’ button at the top of the ‘Schedule Group Correspondence History’ section of the History page for a Schedule Group. This new permission is not selected (not enabled) on upgrade.

Clicking this button will bring the Editor to a new Add/Edit External Correspondence page. Editors may set the date and time (US Eastern Time) of the correspondence, enter a Description for the correspondence (a required field), and also the sender (‘From’) and recipient (‘To’) of the letter, the subject line, and the contents of the letter.
Saving this letter adds it to the History page of the schedule group, inserted into the list chronologically. The text ‘(External)’ displays next to the letter link identifying this letter as External Correspondence. This correspondence is then visible to all users with the ‘View Schedule Group Production Correspondence History’ permission enabled. Editors with the ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission may also Remove or Edit these external correspondence items if desired.

TO CONFIGURE:
In RoleManager, select the Editor Roles to be granted the new ‘Add/Edit External Correspondence’ permission. Enable the new permission to allow Editors to add External Correspondence into PM.
Unavailability Information when Assigning Production Tasks

New in EM/PM version 7.2, the Assign Production Task and Assign Production Task for Schedule Group pages are enhanced to display additional Unavailable information for any assignee, whether a Publisher, Editor, or Author.

When a publication has the ‘Set Check Unavailability’ setting configured with a number greater than ‘0’, then the appropriate date range is checked for any selected Assignee when assigning a task.

- A warning message displays next to the selected assignee to inform the user assigning the task that the selected person has unavailable dates that fall within the configured unavailability check window. NOTE: The system will not prevent an ‘unavailable’ person from being assigned a Production Task; this warning is for informational purposes only.
- Below the message, a grid displays the list of Unavailable Dates that fall within the configured time frame as well as the reason for the assignee’s unavailability.
- If the Assignee has entered any suggested substitutes to contact in their absence, those names and e-mail addresses are listed below the grid. The user making the assignment may choose to send a carbon copy (cc:) of the assignment letter to any of the substitutes by selecting the appropriate checkboxes.

NOTE: Under existing functionality – Editors and Publishers do not receive deep links to their task; they must log into the system to see their tasks. Authors may be notified of their task assignments with the %PROD_TASK_DEEP_LINK%. If this deep link is used, the deep link WILL populate in these cc:’d letters. It is recommended that users sending notes to any substitute remove the deep link from the letter for security reasons. It should be the responsibility of the Assignee to manage the process for their substitutes to log in and receive the tasks.
TO CONFIGURE:
There is no configuration required to have the Unavailability grid and warning message display when assigning a production task.
COMMERCE MANAGER OVERVIEW

Commerce Manager is a new product offering for EM/PM customers in version 7.2. It allows scholarly publications to support a wide variety of manuscript fees and business models, by seamlessly integrating payment processing with the editorial and/or production workflow. This eliminates the unnecessary administration and Author frustration traditionally associated with fee processing.

Using Commerce Manager, publications can request Author payment at various points in the submission workflow, using a Submission Fee or, simply, a Fee (i.e. all other types of fees that are not Submission Fees). Publications may configure fees so that Authors can request a waiver, request a bill, or pay with a credit card. Publications that wish to accept credit card payments for Author fees must obtain their own PayPal account and follow the Commerce Manager with PayPal Implementation Guide procedures to successfully process credit card payments from EM/PM.

It is important to note that publications are not required to accept credit card payments in order to use Commerce Manager. If your publication wants to charge fees but prefers to handle the billing and collection of payments outside the system, this is completely supported using the ‘Bill Me’ payment option. If your publication wants to charge fees and only accept credit card payments (no manual billing), this is completely supported using the ‘Credit Card’ payment option. Or, you can allow both forms of payment. You may also choose to supplement these payment options by allowing Authors to ‘Request Waiver’ or ‘Request Institutional Waiver’, depending on your publication’s business practices. If you start off with manual billing and want to start accepting credit cards later, it can be done without interruption to your users.

If you want the Author to pay a fee when initially submitting a manuscript to EM, a Submission Fee is used. This can be a flat fee or a ‘tiered’ price, where the Author picks the appropriate pricing option. The Submission Fee can be configured so that the manuscript cannot be processed by the editorial office until payment is received. Below is just a sample of the different types of Submission Fees that can be implemented:

1. A ‘flat’ $100 submission fee.
2. Discounted submission fee for society members: $100 non-members, $75 members, $60 students.
3. A ‘flat’ €1,500 open access fee.
4. Author’s choice of currency for open access fee: €1,540; $1,995; 1,425£; ¥190,000.

A non-submission Fee (simply called ‘Fee’ in the user interface) is flexible to support virtually any pricing model that you may have. These Fees should be used if you have a complex fee structure that cannot easily be calculated by the system, multiple discounts, and/or you expect the Author to pay at a later point in the editorial or production workflow. Below are just a few of the real-world payment models supported with this type of Fee:

1. Publisher charges a publication fee, payable when the article is accepted for publication.
2. Publisher offers a 15% discount for member institutions, 20% discount for Authors who
reviewed for the publication in the last 12 months, 30 GBP discount for articles submitted with EndNote and references checked.

3. Publisher solicits page charge when the submission enters production. The amount is discounted based on the number of typeset pages of the article (e.g. $50 per page for the first 5 pages, $35 per page for 6-10 pages, $20 per page for 11+ pages). Page charge does not apply if the Author is e-publishing only.

4. Publisher solicits color charge when the submission is accepted for publication. The amount is scaled based on the number of color images, and subjective discounts may be applied to society members.

5. Extra image charge payable when a particular production task is initiated.

6. The Author’s waiver request for the Submission Fee was denied, so the publisher may apply a subjective discount to a particular Author for the total image charge.

7. Publisher may subjectively allow discounted pricing for Authors from particular countries (based on economic status or the desire to publish more articles from a particular country).

 Appropriately authorized Editor or Publisher Roles can initiate a Fee for a submission at any point in the workflow. The user can select from a pre-configured template, or can create a new Fee ‘from scratch’ by entering all the parameters for the Fee (e.g. fee description, amount, allowable payment methods, etc.). The user can then send a letter to the Author notifying him that payment is being requested.

Publications can use a combination of a Submission Fee and/or non-submission Fees to achieve the desired payment model for their organization.

TO CONFIGURE COMMERCE MANAGER:
The Commerce Manager product is licensed separately. If your publication is interested in using Commerce Manager, contact your Aries customer service representative. If you want to allow Authors to pay by credit card, your Aries representative will provide you with instructions to establish a PayPal account for accepting credit card payments from EM/PM.

Submission Fee Overview

A Submission Fee may be a ‘flat’ amount (e.g. 100 USD submission fee, 1,540 EUR open access fee), or the amount can be determined based on society membership or some other criteria (e.g. 75 USD members, 100 USD non-members, 60 USD students). Publications can create one or more Submission Fees in PolicyManager, which are then associated with one or more Article Types (one Submission Fee per Article Type). So, a publication could charge a flat Submission Fee for original research, (one type of Submission Fee), a discounted fee based on society membership for clinical studies (a second Submission Fee), and no fee for invited papers or editorials.

When creating each Submission Fee, the publication may decide to allow one or more Payment Methods (Credit Card, Bill Me, Request Waiver, or Request Institutional Waiver) for the
Submission Fee. The Author will then have the option to select which of the approved payment methods he wishes to use to complete the submission.

*Submission Fee Configuration page in PolicyManager*

When an Author submits a manuscript with an Article Type that has a Submission Fee, when he approves the submission PDF (the final step of the manuscript submission process) he automatically proceeds to a new *Fees and Payments* page. This page displays the details of the Submission Fee, including customized instructions entered by the publication, the amount due, and the allowable payment options. The Author is also given an area where he may enter notes to the editorial office. If the Submission Fee has been created with multiple Pricing Options (i.e., one rate for society members and a second rate for non-members, or pricing in different currencies), the Author is presented with all the prices and selects the applicable option.
NOTE: The submission will be “gated” (i.e. not submitted to the editorial office) until one of the following takes place:

   a) Successful credit card transaction (Author pays by credit card or his personal PayPal account)

   b) Author selects ‘Bill Me’, indicating he is aware that the Submission Fee is due and is agreeing to pay it at a later time

   c) Author requests a waiver (either a regular waiver or institutional waiver)

When the submission is received by the publication, the editorial office can then decide whether to proceed with the editorial process or send it back to the Author (i.e. asking him to pay the fee before proceeding).

Non-Submission Fee Overview

An Editor/Publisher Role with ‘Edit Fees and Payments’ permission can determine the amount of a Fee (non-submission fee) associated with a particular submission and solicit payment at virtually any point in the editorial or production workflow. The publication can create one or more Fee templates in PolicyManager. Fee templates are similar to letter templates, in that the Editor/Publisher can choose a template to start with, make changes as needed, or enter all new parameters ‘from scratch’.

To generate a non-submission Fee, the Editor/Publisher clicks the ‘Charge Fee’ link found on the Details page for a given submission, which brings them to the Charge Fee page (Fig 3 below). On this page, the Editor/Publisher may select a Fee template, or enter information from scratch.
The Editor/Publisher enters the fee detail, including a description, the type of currency to be used, and the amount the Author must pay, which may be determined by manually performing any calculations and/or discounts based on the submission. The Editor/Publisher then selects a letter to be sent to the Author, informing him about the Fee. See the ‘Create Letters for use with Commerce Manager’ section of this document for more information on letters and the new merge fields available for use in Commerce Manager letters.

*Editor Initiates Page Charge*

Upon receipt of the letter, the Author can then log into the system either using the Author Payment deep link (if the deep link was included in the ‘Payment Due Letter to Author’), or manually, and go to the *Fees and Payments* page for the submission.
The Author can then pay the Fee by credit card, request a bill or request a waiver, depending on which Payment Methods are allowed for the Fee.

**Author pays Page Charge**

![Screenshot of the Fees and Payments interface](image)

There are three new reports available for managing Commerce Manager:

1. **Bill Me Report** – Editors/Publishers may use this report to view and manage ‘Bill Me’ requests from Authors.
2. **Manage Waiver Requests Report** - Editors/Publishers may use this report to view and manage ‘Waiver’ requests from Authors.
3. **E-Commerce Status Report** – Editors/Publishers may use this report to track credit card payments and reconcile with PayPal. This report is available only for publications that are configured to accept credit card payments.

All three reports allow reporting in the traditional sense, and can also be used as a query function, allowing appropriately authorized users to take action on payment records. For all three reports, the user may download the result set to Excel for further analysis or for sharing.
with other departments.